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For those of us who watched with innocence, then passion, then consternation, the results of
the 1991 senate hearing for  supreme court  nominee Clarence Thomas;  for  those who
championed  film  stars,  then  ordinary  women  daring,  finally,  to  call  out  Harvey  Weinstein
and a stream of male predators; for those who watched with confidence the rise of #MeToo;
for those of us who wrote poems and songs and opinions hailing a real cultural shift in
female-male dynamics; for those of us still unable to admit being sexually abused; for those
of us who finally confessed some discomforts to our lovers;  for  those of  us who overcame
difficulties to tell our sons and our daughters about those endemic secrets; for those of us
who believe openness and dialogue are healthy and transformative — we now fear we were
misguided.

The misogynist and white culture of privilege in the U.S.A. was again evident during the
recent senate hearing to evaluate Brett Kavanaugh for the U.S. Supreme Court.

The end of Friday’s senate hearing suggests accommodation was reached by committee
members. But to do what — demonstrate a real solution was found to test the veracity of
the parties  involved and affirm that  senate confirmation is  a  noble process? The delay (to
call in the FBI) may allow more time for Americans to debate and for our infotainment
industry to distract us from the urgent, decisive elections just weeks away. (This while a
narrowly circumscribed FBI investigation is conducted in secret.)

Committee senators have cast their vote; the number in Kavanaugh’s (and Trump’s) favor
suggests  the  nominee’s  success.  Whether  confirmation  would  drive  outraged  citizens
(Democrats and others) on Election Day to determinedly ouster stalwart Republican office-
holders remains to be seen. If Kavanaugh is rejected, there will be a lot of satisfied women
and men on one side, but maybe many more recalcitrants on the other. Again, how this will

manifest on November 6th is uncertain.

Simply from the way these hearings evolved – a spectacle of unmatched raw politicizing, as
Lorraine Ali writes — I wonder if the process we have witnessed actually reinforces how
deeply  misogynist  and  white  male-privileged  American  culture  is.  From the  arrival  of
nominee-Dad with teenage daughter, his awesome welcome into the hearing, adorned by
senate sycophants, proceeding through rumors, press reports, to a face-off– testimonies by
the ‘injured woman’ and the defending nominee—wrapped up with theatrical declarations
by the candidate’s partisans and a phony compromise to bring the curtain down on Friday’s
performance, America remains far, far from gender equity and open democratic processes.
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lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

This article was originally published on the author’s webpage: www.radiotahrir.org.

Aziz is a veteran anthropologist and radio journalist, also author of Heir to A Silent Song:
Two Rebel Women of Nepal, published by Tribhuvan University, Nepal, and available
through Barnes and Noble in the USA. She is a frequent contributor to Global Research and
Asia-Pacific Research.
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